The construction of confidence regions for parameter vectors is a difficult problem in the nonparametric setting, particularly when the sample size is not large. The bootstrap has shown promise in solving this problem, but empirical evidence often indicates that some bootstrap methods have difficulty in maintaining the correct coverage probability, while other methods may be unstable, often resulting in very large confidence regions. One way to improve the performance of a bootstrap confidence region is to restrict the shape of the region in such a way that the error term of an expansion is as small an order as possible. To some extent, this can be achieved by using the bootstrap to construct an ellipsoidal confidence region. This paper studies the effect of using the smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods to construct an ellipsoidal confidence region for a parameter vector. The smoothed estimate is based on a multivariate kernel density estimator. This paper establishes a bandwidth matrix for the smoothed bootstrap procedure that reduces the asymptotic coverage error of the bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region. We also provide an analytical adjustment to the nominal level to reduce the computational cost of the iterated bootstrap method. Simulations demonstrate that the methods can be successfully applied in practice.
Introduction
The construction of bootstrap confidence intervals has been studied extensively over the past few decades. Early criticism of the bootstrap percentile method (Efron, 1979) led to several improvements of the methodology, including the bias corrected method (Efron, 1981) , the bias-corrected and accelerated method (Efron, 1987) , and the studentized method (Efron, 1982) .
Methods based on pre-pivoting, the iterated bootstrap, and calibration were developed by Beran (1987) , Hall (1986) , and Loh (1987) . Hall (1988) provided a systematic method for comparing confidence intervals based on Edgeworth expansion theory. Implementation of the smoothed bootstrap with the specific purpose of improving the coverage properties of confidence intervals has been discussed by Guerra, Polansky and Schucany (1997), Polansky and Schucany (1997) , and Polansky (2001) . However, multivariate confidence regions have received limited consideration and it is difficult to extend most of the existing univariate procedures directly to the multivariate case.
Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be a set of independent and identically distributed p-dimensional random vectors following a distribution F . Let θ = t(F ) be a parameter vector andθ n is a plug-in estimator of θ andΩ n is a consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix Ω of n 1/2θ n , assume that Ω is non-singular. Then a 100α% confidence region for θ has the form R = {θ n − n −1/2Ω1/2 n r : r ∈ R α }, where R α ⊂ R d is any region such that P [ √ nΩ −1/2 n (θ n − θ) ∈ R α ] = α. The shape of the region R depends on the shape of the region R α . In this paper we concentrate on ellipsoidal confidence regions, which are generalizations of univariate symmetric confidence intervals. In particular, if R α is a d-variate sphere centered at origin, then R becomes an ellipsoidal confidence region.
In practice the bootstrap is often used to estimate R α .
A simpler method for computing an ellipsoidal confidence region for θ is based on extending the bootstrap percentile method of Efron (1979) to the multivariate case. Let R BP be a bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ. For a given nominal level α, we shall prove that P (θ ∈ R BP ) = α + n −1 Q(χ The natural idea is to improve the coverage probability of R BP . In the univariate setup, smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods have potential application in the construction of confidence intervals. Both of these methods are easily implementable as practical procedures for routine use. To our knowledge, so far the use of the smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods have been not been explored in the case of multivariate regions. To improve the coverage probability of R BP , we consider a multivariate version of the smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods. However, the performance of the smoothed bootstrap heavily depends on the choice of the bandwidth matrix and the latter method is computationally expensive, specifically in the multivariate case. In this paper our contribution are, (i) we establish an explicit form of the bandwidth matrix which is succeed in reducing the order of coverage error of R BP to O(n −2 ) and (ii) we provide an analytical correction is to the nominal level to avoid the double bootstrap for constructing the iterated bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region. We also show that the resulted region also reduces the coverage error of R BP to O(n −2 ).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods in the case of a mean vector.
Section 3 extends these methods for a multivariate smooth function of a mean vector. Simulation results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes and Appendix A contains some technical details.
Bootstrap confidence regions for a Mean vector
Let θ = E F (X n ) be a mean vector of F and assume that the covariance matrix Σ, of F , is positive definite and unknown. We are interested in constructing an ellipsoidal confidence region for θ. Let
To facilitate our discussion of the bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region, let X * 1 , . . . , X * n be a random sample from the empirical
The bootstrap percentile ellipsoidal method confidence region for θ with approximate coverage probability α has the form
where S BP denotes a p-variate sphere centered at origin such that P * (S * ∈ S BP ) = α and S * = √ nΣ −1/2 n (θ * n −θ n ). P * denotes the probability measure conditional on X 1 , . . . , X n .
An alternative method is the bootstrap percentile-t ellipsoidal confidence region for θ with approximate coverage probability α, given by
where S BT denotes a p-variate sphere centered at the origin such that P * (U * ∈ S BT ) = α and U * = √ nΣ * −1/2 n (θ * n −θ n ). R BT can be unstable if there is a significant conditional probability underF n thatΣ * n is nearly singular. We begin with the asymptotic expansion for the coverage probability of R BP .
The following assumptions are made throughout this section: 2. Assume all moments of order 6 of Y are finite. That is E( Y 6 ) < ∞.
The assumptions 1-2 guarantee that the
and
where the supremum is taken over the sets B ∈ R d , which are unions of a finite number of convex sets and 
p,α ) and therefore an immediate consequence of Equation (2.1) is that R BP is second-order accurate. Where
where κ
3 and κ
4 are the measures of the multivariate skewness and kurtosis of F introduced by Mardia (1970) , and κ
3 is the measure of multivariate skewness introduced by Isogai (1983) . g p (χ 
where S S and S U are such that P (S ∈ S S ) = α and P (U ∈ S U ) = α. Proofs of these expansions are given in the appendix.
To improve the coverage accuracy of R BP , our first approach will be to apply the smoothed bootstrap to R BP .
The Smoothed Bootstrap
When a smoothed estimate of F is used to calculate a bootstrap estimate, then the process is known as smoothed bootstrap. LetF n,Hn denote a smoothed version ofF n based on a p-dimension kernel density estimator.
Letf n,Hn be the density corresponding toF n,Hn , which has the following
The matrix H n is a p×p positive definite matrix is called a bandwidth matrix, which is usually function of the sample size n. Here, we assume that K is the standard p-variate normal density function because it has a very specific cumulant structure which we will use to our advantage. We assume that H n = O(n −k ) for some k > 0, the value of k will be discussed later. That 
where S SBP denotes a p-variate sphere centered at the origin such that
The following result establishes the effect that smoothing has on the bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region. In particular, it shows that using an appropriate choice of the bandwidth matrix H n , R SBP is fourthorder accurate.
0, then under Assumptions 1-2, R SBP is fourth order-accurate. That is
One can observe from the Theorem 2.2 that the smoothed bootstrap reduces the order of the asymptotic coverage error of the bootstrap percentile method
. In other words, the smoothed bootstrap percentile method is as asymptotically accurate as the bootstrap percentile-t method.
The condition that q 2 (χ
in the asymptotic coverage error is not possible unless the condition holds.
This condition is closely related to how smoothing allows the correction to take place. One can observe from the expansion in Equation (2.1) that when the condition holds, the confidence region asymptotically has an undercoverage problem. Smoothing adds variation to the resampled values of the sample mean, which in turn increases the area of the corresponding confidence region so that the boundaries of the smoothed region coincide better with the theoretical boundary for the studentized method. The smoothing method
can not be applied to the problems that asymptotically over-cover, without significant modification.
It is easy to observe that the optimal bandwidth matrix for the smoothed bootstrap depends on unknown parameters and that to apply the smoothed bootstrap in practice we have to replace H n by an estimatorĤ n . Because
is a function of the population moments, the most direct method for estimating H n is to use a plug-in bandwidth matrix, where we replace the population moments inĤ n with sample moments. Thus, a simple plug-in estimator of H n is given bŷ
. In result below we show that this plug-in estimatorĤ n is accurate enough to insure the fourth-order accuracy of the smoothed bootstrap percentile method.
is the region R SBP using the estimated bandwidth matrixĤ n .
has asymptotically under coverage problem. In practiceR SBP can not be constructed when the empirical bandwidth matrixĤ n is negative. As mentioned before, this is problem is most significant if R BP has an asymptotically over coverage problem. Hence, in such cases, a reduction may be required in the variance ofθ * n . Therefore, the smoothed bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region can be constructed aŝ
SBP is the version of S SBP usingΣ n,1 . Additionally, it can be shown that P (θ ∈R
. Therefore, depends on the sign ofĤ n , we can either constructR SBP orR 1 SBP .
In the next subsection we investigate the asymptotic effects on coverage error of calibrating the nominal coverage level of R BP .
The Iterated Bootstrap Method
Iterated bootstrap shows assurance to improve coverage probabilities for constructing confidence regions. To construct an iterated bootstrap confidence region we usually make an additive correction to the nominal coverage level.
The additive correction term is determined using a computationally expensive Monte Carlo simulation method that involves the double bootstrap. We will provide an analytical correction to nominal level of R BP and this correction replaces the need of second-level bootstrapping of the iterated bootstrap method.
To facilitate the discussion of the iterated bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region, let X * denote a generic first level bootstrap sample drawn randomly, with replacement, fromF n and similarly X * * denotes a generic second level bootstrap sample drawn randomly, with replacement, fromF * n , whereF * n is the empirical distribution function based on X * . Let
n −θ * n ) denote the version of S * based onF * n . Then we define the theoretical iterated bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ to be
where u n satisfies
In practice, the confidence region R RBP is constructed using the double bootstrap. Here we provide an analytical approximation for u n to avoid the need of the double bootstrap.
Under the assumptions 1-2, it can be easily shown that u n has the following expansion
, by this means we construct
where AN stands for analytic due toũ n . The following theorem establishes that R AN has coverage error of order O(n −2 ).
Theorem 2.4 shows that R AN is fourth-order accurate. The inner level resmapling for R RBP is avoided by use ofũ n . Therefore, R AN is computationally attractive.
The quantityũ n is crucial for construction the region R AN . For example, if α +ũ n > 1 for a given sample, the region R AN is undefined. To overcome such situations, in practice we can use α ′ = max{α, min{1, α +ũ n }} instead of α +ũ n .
In the next section we extend the smoothed and iterated bootstrap methods to a multivariate smoothed function of a vector mean.
Functions of Mean vectors
′ be the mean vector
. . , n. Assume, the parameter vector θ = A(η) is defined in terms of the 'smoothed function model' (e.g. Hall (1992), page 52), where
Assume that Ω is the asymptotic covariance matrix of n we useR BP to denote the bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ. The coverage probability ofR BP also enjoys similar expansion as in Equation (2.1) and an immediate consequence is thatR BP is secondorder accurate. As we will show in this section, the smoothed and iterated bootstrap procedures that we propose on the inference of a mean vector can also be applied to problems that fit within this more general model as well.
Smoothed Bootstrap
To reduce the complexity of estimating θ using the smoothed bootstrap, our smoothed bootstrap approach is based on Z 1 , . . . , Z n . Letf n,Hn be a kernel density estimator of the density function of Z 1 with the multivariate standard normal kernel function and we asume that H n = O(n −k ) for some k > 0. Let η n andΨ n be estimators of η and Ψ, based onf n,Hn . Thenη n =Z n and Ψ n =Ψ n + H n , whereΨ
The smoothed bootstrap estimates of θ and Ω are given bỹ
The smoothed bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ with approximate coverage probability α is giveñ
whereS SBP denotes a d-variate sphere centered at the origin such that
In next result we establish explicit form of the bandwidth matrix H n which guarantees that R SBP is fourth order accurate.
have third-term Edgeworth expansions,R SBP is fourth order-accurate. That is P (θ ∈R SBP ) = α + O(n −2 ), wherẽ
where a i and b i are scalar functions of
through the terms that appear in the asymptotic expansions of the cumulants
, respectively. The idea of applying the kernel smoothing technique to a function of data seems new and quite general. The optimal choice of bandwidth matrix H n given in Theorem 3.1 reduces the order of the coverage error ofR BP to O(n −2 ). Depends on the sign of the empirical bandwidth matrixĤ n = (nχ
we can constructR SBP either based onΨ n +Ĥ n or [1 − (nχ
A similar result is discussed in Section 2.
Iterated Bootstrap
In this section we consider the iterated bootstrap method for constructing the bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ. Let S * * = √ nΩ * −1/2 n (θ * * n −θ * n ) be the version of S * based on X * * , where X * * denotes a generic second level bootstrap sample drawn randomly, with replacement, from X * . Then we define the theoretical iterated bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence region for θ to bẽ
To avoid the double bootstrapping to produceR RBP , we propose an analytical adjustment to the nominal coverage level. Similar to the mean vector, we can constructR
Theorem 3.2 Under Assumption of Theorem 3.1 , P (θ ∈R
A discussion for Theorem 3.2 is very similar to Theorem 2.4, and is omitted.
In the following section we will study the finite sample performance of our proposed bootstrap percentile method ellipsoidal confidence regions.
A Simulation Study
A simulation study was performed to investigate finite sample performance of R SBP and R AN . We compared R SBP and R AN with R BP , R RBP , and R BT . The performances of different regions were evaluated based on their coverage probabilities and volumes. In this simulation study we consider mean vectors.
Now we described in detail the setting of our simulation study. Bootstrap regions R BP , R BT , R SBP and R AN were constructed using B = 1000 bootstrap samples and R RBP was constructed using C = 1000 inner level bootstrap samples. The coverage probability of various regions were approximated from 10,000 random samples. In our simulation study we considered In these tables N(µ 1 , µ 2 , σ , 0, 0) remarkable. In general, the coverage probabilities improve as sample size increases from 10 to 20. Though, for the trivariate distributions the coverage errors increase for all regions when compared to the bivariate cases, especially for n = 10.
Another important aspect of confidence region is volume. The results in Tables 4.5 -4.6 also indicate that the volume of R SBP is smaller than that of R RBP , R AI , and R BT on average. Therefore, overall the R SBP method outperforms the other regions under consideration.
Discussion
We have examined the asymptotic effects of using a smoothed bootstrap method in conjunction with the bootstrap percentile ellipsoidal confidence for a multivariate smooth function of a mean vector. We establish a bandwidth matrix which reduces the asymptotic coverage error of the method.
By smoothing the bootstrap percentile method we can reduce the asymptotic order of the coverage error of the method to order O(n −2 ).
In addition to the smoothed bootstrap, we also consider the iterated bootstrap method in constructing a ellipsoidal confidence region. We provide an analytical correction to the nominal coverage probability to avoid the double bootstrapping. Therefore R AN has the merit computational simplicity.
Our focus on elliptically shaped regions may appear to be unnecessarily restrictive. In fact, the purpose of a nonparametric analysis would be to avoid such restriction. From a theoretical viewpoint such restrictions offer a necessary framework that allows us to study the behavior of the confidence regions using the multivariate Edgeworth expansions. This theory allows us to provide a relatively simple closed form analysis of the problem. In this paper the closed form expression for the bandwidth matrix and the analytical correction term to nominal level are specific only to the ellipsoidal confidence region.
The smoothed bootstrap approach can easily adapted to regions of other shapes. The only difficulty we may face to obtain a closed form expression for the bandwidth matrix for the smoothed bootstrap. However, the data driven smoothed bootstrap approach, despite its high computational cost, is easily applicable for a routine use.
A Proofs
To prove Theorems 2.1-2.4, we use the following results:
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Lemma A.3 Let r 
Let r 
For the interest of space, we only provided the proofs of the theorems in this paper. Proofs of the lemmas 1-4, are provided in Supplement A.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The coverage probability of percentile ellipsoidal confidence region for θ is
From Lemma A.3 we have that
last line follow from the fact thatq 1 (χ
Equations (A.1) and (A.2) yield
where ∆ n = O p (n −3/2 ). The Edgeworth expansion of the distribution of
Since U and (1 + ∆ n ) 1/2 U differ only in terms of order O p (n −3/2 ) it follows that t j = p j for j = 1, 2, where p j is the polynomial that appears in the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of U. Therefore
From Equation (A.4) we have that
Applying Lemma A.2 to Equation (A.5) yields
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The coverage probability of the confidence region R SBP is given by
where r SBP is the radius of the sphere S SBP . It can be shown thatΣ 
Using Lemma A.3, LemmaA.4 and factq 1 (χ
and combing Equation (A.8) The bandwidth matrix H n can be chosen to eliminate the term of order O(n −1 ) in Equation (A.10). Therefore, we can take H n = (nχ The remainder of the proof follows using the same general arguments as Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The coverage probability of the confidence regionR SBP is given by which is the square radius of S BT , corresponding to the percentile-t method.
Hence Theorem 2.3 follows from Equations (A.12) and (A.13).
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The coverage probability of R AI is given by P {θ ∈ R AI } = P {θ ∈θ n − n which is the square radius of S BT , corresponding to the percentile-t method.
Hence Theorem 2.4 follows from Equations (A.14) and (A.15).
The proofs of the results in Section 3 follow the arguments of the results in Section 2 with only minor changes due to the increased complexity of the notation involved, and are omitted.
